
  

 

Abstract—Finding silhouette edges on 3D animated model is 

resource and time consuming due to its need of calculating and 

comparing every edge.  This paper presents a novel idea for 

reducing data and repeated calculation by organizing 3D 

animated model data and getting rid of the unnecessary data for 

calculation.  The approach would save time and resource 

consuming.  Moreover it would create relationship of line 

between each frame, which later can be stylized. 

 
Index Terms—-Component, non-photorealistic rendering, 3D 

animated object, animation, silhouette edge.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There’s an attempt to create stylized rendering in animation 

industry.  When talking about rendering, most are aiming for 

photorealistic look.  However, for stylized rendering, there’s 

an attempt to do non-photorealistic look.  One approach of 

non-photorealistic rendering is to imitate traditional drawing, 

which has feature line for representing shape of character or 

model. 

Choudhary [1] has defined feature lines as linear manifold 

that can define 3D object on 2D space.  There are 4 types of 

feature lines that are: 

 Silhouette lines: edges that lie against background, 

which appears as the boundary of the objects. 

 Self-occluding silhouette lines: edges that lie against the 

same object portion of which is further behind 

 Intersection line: line that marks the intersection of two 

objects. 

 Crease line: line that defines the discontinuity of surface 

normal or defines the sharp edge. 

In this paper, we are focusing on Silhouette lines and 

self-occluding silhouette lines, which from now we would call 

them as silhouette edges. 

Finding silhouette edges is time and resource consuming, 

because it needs to compare every faces and edges.  Moreover, 

when dealing with animated model, edges and faces are 

changing as each frame passes.  It also needs continuity or 

relationship of the line between each frame. 

Our approach will organize 3D data structure, which would 

help creating relationship of each silhouette edges between 

individual frames.  Also it would reduce repetition of 

calculation and get rid of unnecessary calculation, which 

result in faster rendering. 
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Fig. 1. Collecting 3D data as object. 

 

II. DATA COLLECTION 

Polygon mesh can be defined by at least 2 types of data: 

vertices and faces.  Vertex is the position of x, y, z coordinate 

in world space, and a face is composed of at least 3 vertices.  

Standard object like Wavefront OBJ [2] is collecting vertices, 

faces and texture data, but an Obj file collects data of only one 

frame.  It doesn’t contain animation data on surface. Our data 

collection is doing something similar to Wavefront OBJ, but 

we don’t need texture data.  Instead of that, we purpose to 

collect edge data (Fig. 1).  Edge is composed of 2 vertices. A 

polygon face needs at least 3 edges, or at least 3 vertices.  

Edge data would be stored as tree data structure, which would 

help defining continuity of silhouette edges.  Moreover, we 

would collect animation data on surface by collecting vertex 

position of every frame, but edge and face data would be 

collected at a frame since edges and faces’ relationship 

doesn’t change during animation.  Our data collection method 

could work with both skeleton-based animation and surface 

deforming animation. 

 
S1= Normal vector of red surface 

S2= Normal vector of blue surface 

S3= Normal vector of green surface 

C= Normal vector of camera 

If (S1●C)× (S2●C) ≤ 0 : found silhouette or ridge edge 

 

Fig. 2. Finding silhouette edges by doing dot vector of surface normal and 

camera. 
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III. FINDING SILHOUETTE EDGES 

However, our approach is based on SED algorithm [4], 

which is geometry-based approach. We suggest using 

geometry-based approach, because we expect the final result 

to be vector lines which later could possibly be edited and 

stylized. 

Firstly we need to create an array for checking edges. The 

size of an array is the same as the quantity of an object’s edges.  

If necessary, we choose the pre-calculation frame by picking 

the frame that shows the detail of an object the most.  Then 

begin with the first edge.  Check if this edge is silhouette edge 

or not.  If yes, pick a vertex from this edge and find connected 

edge for calculating silhouette edge.  Also mark on the 

position in an array of checking edge.  Before checking the 

new edge, we should check if the edge is already checked or 

not.  By this method, we’ll have an array of edges, which has 

continuous vertices. For the next frame, instead of calculating 

the whole edges, we calculate only the previous silhouette 

edge and the edges that connected to the start and end points 

of each continuous silhouette edge as described in the 

following algorithm: 

 

Calculation for silhouette edge: 

For each edge in mesh: 

If (edge is marked in Edge Check array) 

Else,  

Do dot product with camera normal and each face normal 

in relation to current edge. (C●face1, C●face2) 

Do cross product with the result of previous dot products. 

(C●face1 × C●face2) 

If (C●face1 ×  C●face2 <= 0)  

//This edge is silhouette edge.   

Mark on Edge Check array  

Store in Silhouette Edge array 

Pick next continuous edge.   If (edge is not marked in 

Edge Check array) 

Do Calculation for silhouette edge 

Else 

Mark on Edge Check array 

End if 

 

On each frame, we calculate and render the silhouette line 

form the Edge Check array and a bit more on continuous edge 

in relation to silhouette edge.  With this approach we can 

create animated vector lines, which can represent a 3D object 

on 2D plane. 

The Silhouette Edge array stores the results of silhouette 

edge calculation.  We store this array as tree format so that we 

can use the tree relation as the continuity of our silhouette 

edge whereas the tree’s branches can define the amount of 

silhouette lines on the scene (Fig. 3).  Moreover, we can use 

this array as a reference for calculating the next frame, which 

help reducing the faces for calculating silhouette edges.  

On the next frame, we reset the Edge Check array, then do 

calculate the silhouette edges based on the Silhouette Edge 

array of the previous frame.  After finishing the loop based on 

Silhouette Edge array, we pick the root and the external nodes 

of the new Silhouette Edge array for finding the continuing 

edge and checking if it can be silhouette edge or not.  With 

this method we can reduce the calculation on upcoming frame, 

and we can also get the continuous line between frames as 

well. 

 

IV. REDUCING DATA BY DEPTH MAP 

The silhouette edges that we get now are still having a 

problem.   The silhouette edges, which should not be seen, 

because they are behind polygon mesh, are still showing.  We 

need to get rid of them as well.  We purpose to use depth map 

to check if an edge in found Silhouette edges is covered by 

faces at the front.  Depth map is an image that contains depth 

of field data.  We create depth map by checking depth of field 

of each face in object, then render each face as a gray-scale 

image with the value of normalized depth value. If the face’s 

normalized depth value is less than depth map value at pixel 

of current rendered face, which means the current face is 

closer to viewing camera than other previous rendered faces, 

we change the value of depth map at current rendered face’s 

pixels. If not, we omit the current value and keep the previous 

depth value.  After rendering every face, we would have a 

depth map image of current frame.  Depth map should be done 

every frame, because as the 3D-model is animated, the depth 

value of each face is changing depending on motion and 

viewing camera. Then we compare the edge’s depth of field 

with depth map at edge’s position.  Edge’s depth value can be 

found by getting the depth value of edge’s vertices and 

calculating for the average value. Then project the edge’s 

vertices’ position to camera viewing plane, and use the 

position on camera viewing plane to get and compare depth 

value in depth map at the same position.  If edge’s depth value 

of any vertex’s position value is greater than depth map, we 

can omit that edge since it is overlaid with faces at the front. 

The depth map comparison is done after finding Silhouette 

edges at the first frame.  We use depth map data to find the 

final Silhouette edges of the first frame. Then on the next 

frame, we would check if the previous-frame-Silhouette edges 

are still appearing on this current frame.  If it’s still appearing 

on current frame, we would check 1 step up and 1 step down 

in our edge tree.  Normally, if the new Silhouette edges appear, 

they are the continuity of previous Silhouette lines.  Therefore, 

we check the parent node of the topmost node in each 

Silhouette lines (or can be defined as starting point of a line). 

If this node can represent Silhouette edge on current frame, 
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Methods for defining silhouette can be classified in 2 main 

approaches.  The first one is the geometry-based approach [3], 

[4]. One of the concepts of this approach is to detect silhouette 

edges by finding the edges, which have both front facing and 

back facing (Fig. 2).  In order to find the silhouette edges with 

this approach, it is necessary to compare every edge of the 

geometry.  It is time-consuming and complicated.  However, 

it can result the edges on 3D geometry, which later can be 

defined as vector lines.  The second one is image-based 

approach [5]-[7], which focuses on depict only the portion of 

the silhouettes that contribute to final 2D image. It uses 2D 

image-processing technique such as edge detection filter, 

leveling the contrast of light and shadow, and so on.  This 

technique lacks of the control for the line thickness, and also 

hard to generate the stylization of the brush stroke.   



  

we put the edge of this node in our Silhouette Edge tree and 

reorder the tree in order to have this node work as the starting 

point of the line. Then checking the parent node of this 

adapted Silhouette lines again until we found the node, which 

cannot appear as Silhouette Edge.  Similarly do the same with 

the bottommost node in each Silhouette line (or can be 

defined as end point). If found Silhouette edge, put it in 

Silhouette Edge tree and reorder the tree. Keep doing this 

until finding the node that cannot be Silhouette edge.  

However, if the first end point checking result is not 

Silhouette edge, we delete this edge from Silhouette Edge tree, 

reorder the tree, and check the adapted end point again until it 

is Silhouette edge.  After checking for current frame 

Silhouette edge, we should do depth map comparison of 

current frame so that we could get only the visible lines. This 

proposed process is only checking the previous and the next 

edges, which extends from previous frame Silhouette lines.  

We dedicate the first frame for preparing the data and use it to 

reduce comparison on the next frame. 

 

V. LIMITATION 

In order to experiment this approach, we limit some 

features of our 3D scene. The scene has only an animated 3D 

object and a still camera. This means we are working on only 

one polygonal model.  It doesn’t matter if the animated 3D 

Object is skeletal animation or deformed/transformed 

animation since our data collection is collecting the 

movement at vertex position.  Moreover, the 3D object is 

composed of quad-polygon, which has no manifold. This is 

the standard polygon in OpenGL. Currently we limited the 

camera not to be animated.  However, when dealing with 

animated camera, we need to store the camera data, especially 

the camera vector at each frame so that when doing the 

Silhouette edge checking on the next frame, we just change 

the camera vector value upon the current calculating frame.  

 

 
Fig. 3. The calculation of silhouette edges will result as tree data structure 

whereas the tree’s branches can define the number of silhouette lines 

appearing on the scene. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

We have presented the technique for managing 3D data for 

detecting silhouette edges on a 3D animated model, which 

may result in losing some silhouette edges in some frame and 

may miss some possible Silhouette edges that might appear in 

a few frames.  For further experiment, we would find some 

methodology to cover this issue.  We might add function like 

defining default frame that would be the first frame to 

calculate.  This frame would be selected by manually picking 

or by finding via the depth map of the frame that has most 

variation in values.  Also we would add more procedure of 

making vector lines, which have the same starting point as 

frame goes by, and may be a procedure for line separating and 

merging since our Silhouette lines might not have the 

continuity in artist’s satisfaction.  It would be great if we can 

enhance some function that can support artist’s vision. After 

that we can do stylization on final rendering.  
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